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Introduction.

Certain groups of Cremona transformations isomorphic with the symmetric

group of order n ! are discussed in this paper. They are seen to define form-

problems in much the same way as groups of collineations, the known quantities

or parameters in the problem being the invariants of the n-ic under linear trans-

formation. The well-known theory of binary forms is thus utilized to the utmost

in reducing the number of parameters that occur in the general equation of

degree n.

The earlier paragraphs are devoted to a detailed study of the quintic. These

have close contact at many points with Klein's Ikosaeder. In § 1 and § 2

Cremona groups of order 120 and their invariants are given. In § 3 the form-

problems determined by these groups are formulated. They contain as param-

eters two absolute invariants of the quintic. For want of a more direct method,!

in § 4 the Cremona form-problem is made to depend on Klein's " problem of

the A'a." It is probable that this form of the reduction of the quintic to the

^.-problem is as simple as can be devised.^ It is indeterminate only so far as

the choice of the two absolute invariants is concerned. Since the solution of

the .4-problem proposed in the Ikosaeder is not carried out completely, a new

solution is given in § 5 and all the necessary calculations are made. The sum-

mary in § 6 shows that the solution of the quintic, after the adjunction of the

square root of its discriminant, is obtained by an extraction of a square root, a

determination of the ikosahedral irrationality and furthermore by substitutions

in explicitly given rational expressions.

The discussion of the general case in § 8 emphasizes the importance of this

* Presented to the Society December 27, 1907.    Received for publication February 11, 1908.

tSee the opening remarks of \ 7.

% See other methods suggested in the Ikosaeder, p. 248, § 6.
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novel Cremona form-problem, both as effecting an immediate reduction in the

number of parameters found in the original problem, and as being the first in a

series of successively simpler form-problems by means of which the given equa-

tion can be solved.

The distinction preserved by Klein between the " form-problem " and its

accompanying " equation-problem " is here not maintained. In fact, nearly all

the problems referred to hereafter as form-problems are, in reality, equation-

problems. The two are very closely connected, however, and the former term

is much more characteristic. Strictly speaking, a Cremona group cannot define

a form-problem.

§ 1.  The Cremona group of order 120 determined by five points in a plane.*

The group is suggested by this problem : Given two aeta of n points, p0,px,

■ • ■, pn_x and q0, qx, ■ • ■, qn_x, in the same or different planes, the two aeta

being ordered with regard to each other, under what conditions can points x

and y be found such that the pencil of lines from x to the ¡joints p. is projec-

tive to the pencil of lines from y to the points q¡?

When n is 3, there is no limitation on x and y except that if x is on a line

PiPk-> yis on the line 2i?*-

When n is 4, if x is any point on a conic through p0, ■ ■ ■, p3, y is any point

on a definite conic through q0, ■ ■ •, o3. A one-to-one relation is thus established

between the pencils of conies through the two sets of four points, which is fixed

by the requirement that the three line pairs of the one pencil correspond to the

three line pairs of the other.

When n is 5, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points x and y.

They are corresponding points in a Cremona transformation, T. For if x is

given, to the conies xp0pxp2p:x and xp0pxp2pi correspond conies yq0qxq2q3 and

yö0ö,ö2ö4 which meet at q0, a,, q2 and the required fourth point y. To deter-

mine the order of T we examine its principal points. If x is at p0, it deter-

mines only a four-line pencil p0—px, p2, p3, p4- Hence y is any point on a

conic through qx, q2, q3, qt. The five points p, are, then, double principal

points of T and the five points qi are double principal points of T~x. If x

is any point on the conic p0p¡p2p3pt , y is a definite point q. Therefore q

is a sixth double principal point of ' T~l. If y is any point on the conic

q0 ■ ■ ■ qt , x is a definite point, p, the sixth double principal point of T.

For all other points the transformation is determinate, i. e., T is a Cremona

transformation of the fifth order with six double principal points.

♦The Cremona GXM of §2 has been studied exhaustively by H. E. Slaught, Amerioan

Journal of Mathematics, vol. 22 (1900), p. 343 and vol. 23 (1901), p. 99. In the later

paper the connection between the invariants of the group and the invariants of the quintio is

obtained by a method different from that of § 2. The generalized group, Gn\ in SUs, considered

in §8 is due to E. H. Moore, Amerioan Journal of M a the m at ios, vol. 22(1900), p. 279.
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Moreover T is the most general Cremona transformation of that type. If

r0, rx, ■ ■ •, rb and s0, sx, ■ • •, s5 are the two sets of double principal points of

such a transformation, r and s¡ being " opposite " points, i. e., points such that

the principal conic of the one does not pass through the other, the pencil of conies

through four points ri corresponds to the pencil of conies through the four oppo-

site points s{ in such a way that the line pairs in the two pencils correspond

Hence if x and y are a pair of corresponding points, the six lines from x to ri

are protective to the six lines from y to sr If x is at r{, y is any point on the

conic through the five points qk, k =f= i, and the five lines from r. to rk are pro-

tective to the five points qk on their conic. Two sets of six points with this

property will be called a " double-six-point." *

The necessary and sufficient condition that two sets of six points be the

double principal points of a Cremona transformation, T, of the fifth order is

that the two sets form a double-six-point. If x and y are a pair of correspond-

ing points the sextic line pencils from x and y, to the principal points of T and

T~l respectively, are projective.

T is fully defined when five pairs of opposite points are given. If the five

points q coincide with the five points p, qi falling on p{, the transformation is

the identity. And if the points q, in some permutation, fall on the points p,

the transformation is of the fifth order and periodic, with the same period as the

permutation. By employing the 120 permutations of the points qi with refer-

ence to a fixed order of the points p., a group of 120 transformations is obtained

isomorphic with the symmetric group on five things. Any transformation can

be represented by a permutation. Thus (°0Í,a2'.,„,) is the transformation in

which the principal conic of p0 passes through pai, p^, pas, pa , and through

the sixth principal point of T~l, which will be denoted by p with a subscript

giving the inverse permutation in cycle form. A set of 120 conjugate points

determine 120 five-line pencils to the points p., which are all projective in vari-

ous orders. Thus a binary quintic determines a set of 120 conjugate points in

the plane and a set of 120 conjugate points determines a system of oo3 projective

binary quintics. This representation is determinate except for points on the

conic p0- -pf. All these points together with the 119 sixth principal points

represent the same system of projective quintics. Some very degenerate quintics

also are not represented by any points, e. g., quintics with a triple root.

* The double-six-point occurs in a number of connections : It a cubic surface be represented on

a plane by means of six skew lines of the surface, the two sets of six points, arising from the two

representations by means of the two opposite sets of lines in a double six, form a double-six-

point ; the six pairs of points, which satisfy four linearly independent bilinear relations, form a

double six-point ; the six pairs of corresponding points common to two quadratic transformations

form a double-six-point ; in a Cremona transformation of the fourth order with one triple and six

simple principal points, the two sets of six points form a double-six-point and, with reference to

them, the two triple points are corresponding ; the six elements common to four connexes (1, 1),

as well as the six polar points and lines common to two triangles, form a double-six-point-line,

the half-dual of the double-six-point.
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It is clear that the locus of points x, for which an invariant of the five-line-

pencil vanishes, is an invariant curve of the group. That the converse is true

will be shown in the next paragraph.    Hence,

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the invariant curves of the

Cremona Gx20 and the invariants of the binary quintic.

These invariant loci have been derived by Clebsch [Mathematische An-

nalen, vol. 4 (1871)] by means of his principle of transference, in the dual

case of five lines. However, the existence of the underlying Cremona group is

not pointed out. The properties of the various loci are treated in some detail.

By the use of the group some of these properties are rendered very evident.

In what follows, the notation of Clebsch (Binäre Formen) for the comitants of

the quintic is used.

A transformation T of the fifth order has seven fixed points or a locus of

fixed points. If T is involutory it has necessarily a locus of fixed points of

odd order. Considering in particular Ti0X) we see that every point on the line

2}oPi *s a fi^d point. Each conic in the pencil of conies through p2,p3 «.p^j^on

is unaltered. Each conic cuts the line p0px in two points, the fixed points of

the involution on that conic. The two conies throughp2,p3,p4, touchingp0p

at p0 and at px respectively are the principal conies of p0 and px and meet at

/>(01). The only fixed points other than points on p0px ave the vertices of the

diagonal triangle of p2, p3, p¿, pm.

By the transformation Ti0l^23), a cubic curve with a double point at pt and

simple points at p0, px, p2, p3 is transformed into another of the same kind.

Of the linear system containing the oo2 such curves, a pencil is unaltered, mem-

ber by member, also one other cubic, C(01)(23). Of the points adjacent to pt,

those two on the line pair apolar to the pairs pi pu, pt px and pt p2, p4 p3 are

fixed. They determine the tangents to C(0,)(23) at p4. The pairs of tangents

apolar to this pair belong to the members of the invariant pencil. Each mem-

ber cuts C(0i)(i3) in a fixed point. The ninth base point of the pencil is also a

fixed point.    The two degenerate members of the pencil pt p0 pt px p2 p3 and

PiP2 PiPs PoPi snow *^s P°mt to be ^e meet 0I P2P3 anc* PoPi-> sav ^01,Î3'

The other two diagonal points P02t 3, and P03 ,2 lie on C(01)(23) • In the invariant

pencil of cubics there is only one which breaks up into a line and a conic,

PoP\P2P%Pi Pi -^oi,a■ The conic, being a principal conic, has no transform,

and the transform of pt P0l 23 must be the line itself and the conic p0- - - p*.

Hence the sixth principal point, />(I0)(23)i hes on the line pt Pal¡23. On this line

is an involution whose double points are Pox¡ n and the third meet of the line

with C(0,)(23). Hence/»(01)(23) must coincide with pt along the line piP(li,2s.

Otherwise it would have two correspondents, the point pk and the point where

the line meets the conic p0 ■ • • p4. Each conic of the pencil through p0 ■ • ■ ps

is unaltered, the double points of the involution on any one being the two re-

maining meets with C{0,)(23).
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The two types considered above include all involutory Cremona transforma-

tions of the fifth order with six double principal points.

The transformation Timî) has seven fixed points, but three are accounted for

by the fact that three principal conies pass through their principal points. The

line p3pt is unaltered and the collineation upon it has two fixed points, the

Hessian pair of the three meets with the sides of the triangle j>0, px, p2. The

other two fixed points are the two meets of the three cubics, C(I2)(M), C(M)C34)

and C(0,)(34). These two sets of two points occur in two different sets of 20

conjugate points. The points of the first kind are invariant under the cyclic

6r6, (012)(34), and are, then, the fixed points of the transformations of period

six. Those of the second kind are invariant under a dihedral G6 generated by

(012) and (12) (34). To points of the first kind correspond quintics made up

of a cubic and the square of one of its Hessian points ; to those of the second

kind correspond quintics made up of a cubic and its Hessian.

The transformation T(0X2S) has three fixed points. It interchanges the lines

p0p2 andpxp3, and therefore -P02,i3 is a fixed point. The conies of the pencil

on Po->Pii P21P3 are interchanged involutorily. The line-pair p0p2, px p3 is a

fixed conic and the other two line pairs are interchanged. Hence the other

fixed conic is the polar of the first Line pair as to the other two (in the sense of

polarity in a linear system) and must be one of the three harmonic conies on the

four points. The cubic C(02)(3I) is also unchanged. The two remaining fixed

points are the two meets of this cubic and the harmonic conic. The correspond-

ing quintic is a cyclo-projective set of four points and a double point of the cycle.

Finally, the transformation T(0mi) has two fixed points which are the points

common to the cubics C(,4)(23), Cmm, Cm)m, C(42M0l), C(03)(12). Each point

is unaltered by a dihedral Gxo and represents a cyclo-projective quintic.

Summing up the above, we find eight sets of conjugate points which number

less than 120.

(1) Sets of 60 conjugate points arising from a general point on the locus,

l/D=H(pipk). The corresponding quintics are of the type z\z2(zx+z2)(zx+ az.f),

and the corresponding subgroups of the type (01).

(2) Sets of 60 conjugate points arising from a general point on the locus,

B = n(C(¡¿.x,„,))• The quintics are of the type zx(z\ + z\)(z\ + az\), and the

subgroups of the type (01)(23).

(3) A set of 30 conjugate points Q. These are the diagonal points of the

ten 4-points, plik),p¡,pm,pn. On a line p¡pk, they are the cubic covariant

points of the cubic cut out by the sides of the triangle pt, pm,pn. The quin-

tics are of the type z\z2(z\ — z\) and the subgroups of the type (01), (23),

(01)(23).
(4) A set of 30 conjugate points Q'. They arise from the two meets of a

cubic C(0X)(23) with a definite harmonic conic on p0, ■ ■ -,p3. The quintics are

of the type zx(z\ — z\) and the subgroups of the type (0123).
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(5) A set of 20 conjugate points //. They are the Hessian points on the

lines ptpk. The quintics are of the type z\(z\ — z\) and the subgroups of the

type (012)(34).
(6) A set of 20 conjugate points I. They are the meets of the cubics

C(ikXlm) by threes. The quintics are of the type zxz2(z\ — z\) and the subgroups

of tlietype (012), (12)(34).
(7) A set of 15 conjugate points P01¡23. They are the fifteen diagonal points

of the five points taken by fours. The quintics are of the type z\z\(zx + zf),

and the subgroups of the type (0231), (03).

(8) A set of 12 conjugate points F. They are the meets of the cubics

C(ikXlm) by fives. The quintics are of the type z\ — z\, and the subgroups of

the type (01234), (14)(23).
That this enumeration is complete follows from the fact that there are no

other types of binary quintics which admit a linear transformation. The points

/ separate into two sets of 10, each set conjugate under the alternating Gm.

Under the same group the 12 points F separate into two sets of 6 conjugate

points. All the sets of points found above are referred to in the quoted article

of Clebsch except the set (3). He finds that the invariant curves A, B, C, B

are of orders 10, 20, 30, 45 respectively with 4-, 8-, 12-, 18-fold points respec-

tively at p0, ■ ■ -,pi. The curves B and D = A2 — 645 have already been

noted. Since the pencil A2 + \B contains two perfect squares each curve of

order 20 breaks up into two curves of order 10, each invariant under Gm.

It is well known that the invariants B and C vanish if the quintic is z\ — z\.

Hence the curves B and C pass through the 12 points F. Clebsch shows

that, at each JT-point, B has a double point and C a double cusp whose cusp

tangents are the tangents of the double point of B. This fact, important in

what follows, is easy to prove by the group properties. Let K be a definite

Appoint and Bx the factor of B which passes through it. AT is a fixed point of

a dihedral Gxo. Hence the directions about K divide into a set of two, two sets

of five, and oo1 sets of 10 conjugate directions. An invariant curve through F

must have there two, five or ten tangents. Bx, a curve of order 10 with five

4-fold points at p¡, cannot have at AT a point of order 4 or more, else it would

have six such points and vanish identically. Therefore it must pass through F

with the definite set of two tangents. Bx and C meet in 30 • 10 — 5 4 • 12 = 60

points outside the pointspr This set of 60 points is conjugate under G^. C

has at AT a double point or a double cusp with the same tangents as Bx. If it

has only a double point, 6 6 of the 60 points are accounted for. But the remain-

ing 24 would also be at the 6 Appoints, for they only can form a set of 24 con-

jugate points. Also C can not have five-fold points at the 6 AT-points. Else it

would meet one of the 15 cubics C<ikXlm) in 12 • 6 + 4 • 5 = 92 points and contain

it as a factor, but this is impossible. C must therefore have at A" a double cusp

with the same tangents as Bx.
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Clebsch also shows that, outside the points pi, the curves A and B meet in

the points AT and the curves A and C touch at the 30 points Q'.

There are two objections to the present form of the group. One is the very

high order of the invariant curves. The second — more weighty with regard to

the application of the group in the solution of the quintic — is that one system

of projective binary quintics is represented by all the points on a conic. If the

group be transformed by a Cremona transformation, with this conic as a prin-

cipal conic, introducing thus no new principal points, this objection will be

removed. Such a transformation, 8, is the cubic involution with one of the

five points, say p0, as a double point and the other four as simple principal

points. 8 is the projection of each conic of the pencil through px, • ■ -,pt into

itself from p0.   The transformed group will be discussed in the next paragraph.

§ 2.  The Cremona group of order 120 determined by four points in a plane.

The transformed group is obtained most simply by a construction for the set

of 120 conjugate points determined by a binary quintic. If x is one of the

points in question, the five lines xpi must be projective to the given quintic.

These five lines are projective also to. the five tangents at x to the five conies

through x and four each of the points pi. For x and p. determine a pencil of

cubics with a double point at x. The tangents to these cubics are pairs of an

involution which includes, for the degenerate members, the five pairs mentioned.

If S transforms x into y, the five conies become the conic yplp2p3pi and the

four lines ypx, •■■, yp±. Naming the points by the subscripts only, we find

therefore

(1) In the new form of the group a point y represents the system of quintics

projective to the four linea yl, ■ ■ -, y 4 and the tangent at y to the conic yl234 ,

referred to hereafter as yT.

The group is determined by four points only. Its properties can be deduced

from those of the first group or discussed analytically with ease. Let the points

1, 2, 3, 4 have respectively the coordinates 1,-1,-1; —1,1,-1; —1,

— 1,1; 1,1,1 and let

*i = yi-y2-y3>        »2=-yi + y3-y3»

(2) s.= -y,-y2 + y3'     »^y^ + Vi + y^

8x + 82 + S3+ «4 = o.

(3)   The binary value system oo, a,, s2, s3, s4 is projective to the five linea

yT,yl,y~2,y~3,y~4.
This statement is verified at once by calculating two independent anharmonic

ratios. If one root of a quintic is infinite and the sum of the* other four zero,

the four finite roots are determined projectively to within a factor of propor-
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tionality. We find that, if the roots are r0, ■ • , rA, and r0 is transformed to

infinity and the sum of the remaining transformed roots made zero, to within a

factor these are

(12) (30) (40) + (13) (40) (20) + (14) (20)(80).

(21)(30)(40) + (23)(40)(10) + (24)(10)(30),

(31) (40) (20) + (32) (40) (10) + (34) (10) (20),

(41)(20)(30) + (42)(80)(10) + (43)(10)(20)    [(«)=«-«]•

s-sx=2(y2+y3)=4 (41)(20)(30),     8í-ai-2(yí-y,)-4.(28)(10)(40),

(5) s-S2=2(2/3+y,)=4.(42)(30)(10),     8,-«1-2(yJ-yl)-4.(81)(20)(40),

8-s3=2(yx+y2) = 4(4o)(10)(20),     sx-s2=2(yx-y2)=4-(12)(30)(40)

yx = (43)(10)(20) + (12)(30)(40) = (42)(30)(10) - (31)(20)(40),

(6) y. = (41) (20) (30) + (23) (10) (40) = (43) (10) (20) - (12) (30) (40),

y3 = (42) (30) (10) + (31) (20) (40) = (41) (20) (30) - (23) (10) (40).

Formulas (2) and (3) give one binary quintic determined by the point y and for-

mulas (6) the point y determined by a given binary quintic.

To obtain the transformations of the group, we have merely to permute the

differences of the roots in the required way and express the coordinates of the

new point y in terms of those of the old by eliminating the differences. First

of all it is clear that any permutation of the roots r,, ■ • -, ri alone determines

the same permutation of s,, •••,».; i. e., the group contains the collineation

group of the 4-line s¡ = 0 or, also, of the 4-point 1,2,3,4. To get the

transformation T(ai) we have

y'2+y'3=p(0l)(24)(U)=a(01)(02)(05)(0l)(24)(U)=cr(yi+yx)(yx+y2),

CO  y'2-y'3=p(2S)(14)(04)=a{0i)(02)(0S)-(2S)(\4)(04)=cr(y-y2)(y2+y3),

y[+y2=p(0S)(i4)(24)=cr(01)(02)(0d)-(Q^)(14)(24) = a(yi+yx)(y2+y3),

a quadratic involution with the fixed point 4 and principal triangle 123. The

line 31 corresponds to the point 2 and the line 23 to the point 1, i. e., the invo-

lution is non-inversive.

(8) The group is generated by the collineation group G2i of the four points

1,2,3,4 and a quadratic non-inversive involution with one of the points

fixed and the other three as principal points.

It is made up of the G2i and 96 quadratic transformations with principal

points at the four points.    The five pencils of conies through 4 of the 5 points

(4)

Therefore
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p. are in this case the pencil of conies through 1,2,3,4, and the four pencils

of lines on the points i. The invariant curve VD is the six lines through the

four points. The fifteen cubics C(itXlm, become three lines and twelve conies.

Since they are the loci of fixed points of the evea involutions we find the three

lines from G2t. They are y{ = 0, the axes of the harmonic perspectivities with

centers u. = 0 respectively, and correspond to the permutations (4i)(kl)

i, k, 1 = 1, 2, 3. These determine simply the change of sign of yk and yx and

with the identity form the invariant subgroup Gt of Gu. If these perspectivities

are transformed by T(H), (7), we find the three inversions in a conic which cor-

respond to the permutations (0i)(kl). Thus for the permutations (01 )(23),

( 02 ) ( 31 ) and ( 03 ) ( 12 ) respectively the conies are

y\-y\-y\- (y2y3 + y^ + ytyt) = °-

(9) - yî + y2 - y» - (y2y3 + ysyi + y^) = °.

-y\-y\ + y\- (y,ys + y3yx + y^*) = ° •

The center of inversion for each is the point 4, but the axes of inversion

are y2 + y3, y3 + yx, yx + y2, respectively. The other 9 conies of inversion are

found from these three by transformation with Gc

In giving the sets of conjugate points less than 120 in number, those obtained

from one by the operations of G2i are not written. It is clear also that points

on a line pljpi in § 1 are in this case directions about i. Taking up the points

in the same order as before we find :

(3) The 30 points Q include the directions at 4 on the three cubic covariant

lines of 4i. These directions are on the lines — 2y, -f y2 + y3, yx — 2y2 + y3,

y i + y 2 — -ty3. Their transforms give twelve points like 2, 1, 1, and six like

0, 1, 2.
(4) The 30 points Q' are obtained by taking the intersections of the harmonic

conic — 2y\ + y\ + y\ = 0 and the axis yx = 0, each determined by the cyclic

ir4(1243). They include the six points like 0, 1, i and their transforms like

1,1 + 2», 1-2*.
(5) The 20 points H include eight directions, the two at 4 being on the lines

yx + coy2 + co2y3 = 0, yx + co2y2 + wy3 = 0 (a> = e2"*'3) ; their transforms are

the 12 points like co — eo2, 1, — 1.

(6) The 20 points / are determined by taking the intersections of properly

chosen factors of B, e. g., yx = 0 and the first conic (9). They are the trans-

forms of the pairs {S; ̂ ""j}, {¡;^,"j}, by the even GX2. The points in the

upper, and in the lower, row, form the two sets of conjugate points under G^.

(7) The 15 points Pik lm are the three diagonal points of reference and the

twelve directions at the four points on the six lines joining them.

(8) The 12 points F are the meets of properly chosen factors of B, e. g.,
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yx and the second conic in (9). They are the transforms of the pair {¡j; {• |j}

by GX2, the points in the upper and lower rows forming two sets of 6 conjugate

points under G^.    Here <5, = e + e*, 82 = e2 + e3, e = e2"iis.

The invariant curves A, B, C, B, have now the orders 6, 12, 18, 27,

respectively and 2-, 4-, 6-, 9-fold points respectively at the points i. Their

equations are easily deduced from a typical representation of the binary quintic

given in Clebsch's Binäre Formen (p. 353).   The representation is as follows :

If F(z) = a* = 6* = ■ • • be a binary quartic, x any point not a root of the

quartic and a3xat its linear polar as to F, x and its polar are taken as new

reference points.    The transformation is

V = (a») = «7.*. + %z2->        £ - ala. = £izi + &V

Since aM(l;n) = (an)l; — (a£)-n we have, on raising to the fourth power,

(Çvy-F(z) = (avy-P-4(avf(aÇ)-pv + 6(ar})2(aÇ)2-?v2

-4(aV)(atf-tf+(aÇy-r,*.

Here the coefficients (Çv)* and (ar))i(ai-)*~i are invariants of .Fand n, i. e.,

covariants of Fin the variable x. Evaluating the covariants in terms of the

complete system and dividing out by F(x), by hypothesis not zero, we have the

typical representation :

(10) F3-F(z) -|*+ %HFn2 + 4T%tf +\iF2 - fSV-

Since n or x was any point, -n-F(z) is a general quintic with a system of

coefficients

(11) 0, 1, 0, -f, 4T, b(\iF2-\H2).

Clebsch finds the invariants of this quintic to be

A = -48F2(4iH-jF),

B = 2F*{ lS(4iff-jF2) - 125F2(i3 - 6f)},

C= 8F6{^3(8 -48i3 + 24-25-48J2) - H2F 48 -81¿V

(12) - HF2(1-48-48if + 26-15i4¡2) + F'(25-8Qi>j + 8-24-32J3)},

S -12 250 TF9{ - F3 ■ 48 48(48f+14i3j)+6 ■ 48H2F( 24?f+li* )

- 48 • 243ÄF2 ■ i*j + F3(625i* + 82 -48 • 8i3j2)},

Z> = 250-64JP6(i3-6j2).

These invariants are all functions of H, iF2, and jF3, except B which

involves also T.    Since

T=-l(H3- \iHF2 + \jF3),

B2 is a function of the same three quantities.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 37
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The quintic (11) having one root infinite and the sum of the other four zero

is in precisely the form we considered earlier. Its roots can be identified with

sx, s2, s3, s4, in (2) and expressed as functions of yx, y2, y3. Equating the

symmetric functions of s{ with the coefficients in (10) we find

(13)      2s,v—22yî = 3i7'     2W3=-8y.y2y3 = -47'

sx W4 = %: - 21y\y\ = \iF2 - \H2.

Since 2jF3 = UF2H- 6H3 - 12T2,

(14)      Ä"--f2jr?, T=-2yxy2y3,        iF2 = \ÇLy\-ïy\y\),

jF3 = - %\21y\ - ZZy\(y\ + y¡) + 12fxy22y¡].

These values of iF2, jF3, H, T, in terms of yx, y2, y3, substituted in (12)

give the equations of the invariant curves A, B, C, D, B.

We can now show that any invariant curve of the group corresponds to an

invariant of the quintic. Since the curve admits G2i it must be a function of

2yj, 2y2y3, and yxy2y3, or also of H, T, and iF2. Hence at all points y on

the curve the line y T is the root of a definite covariant of the four lines from y

to the points i. But if the curve admits also a quadratic transformation like

Tim, the same thing is true of the line y4 with regard to the four others, i. e.,

the covariant relation of the one line to the other four is an invariant relation

of all five which is the same at all points of the curve.

In handling the invariant curves in later paragraphs we employ none of odd

order and none of order as high as 54. Neither B nor B2 can occur in the ex-

pressions used, and there is no loss of generality in making the calculation with

B = 0 or with y, = 0. That is, the leading coefficient, or terms free of yx, will

be sufficient for our purposes. These are somewhat simpler if we take out of

the invariant of degree 4k the factor 23*.    A direct calculation gives the results :

A = 4(2,l,l,2\y\,y\),

#-(1,1, -30,65, -30, \,\\y\,ff),

Bx = (-l,2 + o\,2 + h\,-l\y\,y\),

B2=(-l,2 + h\,2 + h\,-l\y\,y\),

(7= -3(1, -11, 46, -86, 51, 61, -86, 46, -11, l|y», y%).

Here B = BXB2. We have seen that B and C meet 10 times at each of the

AT-points, four of which are on the line y, = 0. The coordinates of these points

are known and give the common factors of the leading coefficients of the curves

B. and C.    In factored form the above coefficients are
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A = 4(2y¡-yly¡+2yi)(yl+y23),

2 = (yl-*lyiy(yl-siyiy(yl + %yl)(y22 + *2yl),

(16) Fl = -(yl-B¡y23)2(y22 + Bty23),

*,--(sí-*,*.)'<*! +$ rf)i
C=-o(yl-t>ly23y(y22-8ly¡y(y¡ + y¡).

Certain quintic resolvents of the general equation find an immediate geometric

interpretation. The absolute invariants B\A2 and CjA3 are functions of

iff/jF = kx and i3jf = k2. Since kx and k2 are invariant under G2t, they are

five valued under (x120 and the elimination of either leads to a quintic resob ent

whose coefficients are invariants. Or if y D be adjoined we can replace k2 by

|l/|(¿2 — 6) = v. To obtain a simple result we shall introduce new absolute

invariants J and L.    Let

Bx    5L-1 , ,      Sv + L
j = -   g— « whence k2 = -£g~ '

and

75«/= (- 4. 243-^3 - 24 + 27 • 25 A2] ;

then the elimination of kx and substitution of v for k2 gives the resolvent

(17) J* + L(4-125L2y + ^(J+ IbZL2-4)i? - 50£V + 5L2v - 5U = 0 .

Since j = 0 if v = oo, the numerator of the absolute invariant J of degree twelve

is the condition that four of the roots be harmonic. L is proportional to v and

the V D formed for the four roots of the quintic. If (17) is made integral in

the invariants by multiplication with A3, the resulting curve, for a given value

of v, is of order 18. It is the product of the twelve lines and three conies

determined by requiring that four of the roots of a quintic or any even permuta-

tion of them have a given anharmonic ratio.

§ 3.   The form problems associated with the Cremona group.

Under the group of § 1 there is a net of invariant curves of order thirty,

p^43 -f a AB + rC = 0 . If numerical values are assigned to A , B, C, then

p, a, t , are subject to a linear condition and a pencil of the net is determined.

The various pencils in the net have 900 base points, but 780 of these are the

same for all pencils. They are the 5 12 12= 720 meets at the points pi and

the 10 • 30 — 5 ■ 4 • 12 meets of A and C outside the points p.. Hence only 120

of the base points of pencils formed from the net are movable. They are, of

course, a set of 120 conjugate points. Instead of numerical values of A , B, C,

it is sufficient to give the values of  B j A1 = k and Cj A3 = X.    The pencil is
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then fixed by the two curves A(B — kA2) = 0 and C — \A3 = 0. The form

problem of the group can be stated as follows :

Given the numerical values of A, B, C, or of B/A2, C/A3, to find the

ratios x, : x2 : xs for the 120 pointa xfor which the functions A, B, C, or the

ratios B/A2, C/A3, take the aaaigned values.

One point x is sufficient, since the others are determined from it by a set of

substitutions known in advance. The problem will be referred to as the ./form-

problem. Its solution is equivalent to the solution of a given quintic to within

rational operations. For a given quintic fixes the values of A, B, C. The

solution of the form problem fixes a point x such that the five lines xpi are pro-

jective to the given quintic. The known quintic can be transformed into the

given one by a known linear substitution determined by their linear covariante.

The problem has exactly the same statement for the group in § 2.

If VD be adjoined as a known quantity, i. e., if H(p¡pk) is given a definite

sign, the group reduces to the alternating Gm and the invariant curves are ex-

pressible by means of Bx, B2, C, and B. In this case we consider the net of

curves of order 30, B\(pBx + crBf) +tC=0. The pencils in the net have

840 fixed base points, 720 at the points p. and 120 meets of B\ and C outside

the points p.. The remaining 60 base points are movable. The form problem

now reads :

Given the numerical values of Bx, B2, C or of B2/Bx, C¡B\, to find the

ratios xx:x2:x3 for the 60 points x for which Bx, B2, C, or BJBX, C¡B\,

take the assigned values.

In place of Bx and B2, A and VD can be given. They are connected by

the equations 4(BX + B2) = — A and 4(2?, — B2) = VF). As before the

solution of this form problem — referred to as the /'-form problem—carries

with it the solution of a binary quintic for which \/ D is given.

§ 4.  The reduction of the I'-form problem to Field's "problem of the A'a."

The expressions in the Ikosaeder denoted by AQ, Ax, At; A'0, A[, A'2\

A, B, C, D, will be referred to by the corresponding small letters to avoid

confusion with the notation already introduced. In this paragraph the group

of § 2 is employed.

Through five points in space q0, qx, • ■ -, qt there pass co2 cubic curves. On

each curve the five points determine a system of projective quintics and a given

quintic whose roots are ordered with regard to the five points determines a

definite curve. There is thus a one-to-one correspondence between the cubic

curves and the systems of projective quintics or also a one-to-one correspondence

between the cubic curves and the point yx, y2, ys of the plane (§ 2). To obtain

the cubic curve determined by the point y, we take the five points in space with

the coordinates suggested in the Ikosaeder, p. 187 ; the coordinates of q. are
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(1) px:p2:ps:Pi = €<■.<?<:€*:€«.

Let the parameters of the five points in order on the cubic curve be t = co,

«,, a2, «s, a4, and let c.= (t — ak)(t — sx)(t — am), i, k, I, m = l, 2, 3, 4.

The paramétrai equation of the cubic is then

(2) pi=eicx + e2ic2 + e3ic3+e*ici.

The c. as functions of 8. and therefore of y. give the connection sought.

If the point y be subjected to the Cremona GX20, the corresponding cubic

curve takes 120 positions. The 120 curves are conjugate under the collineation

group, gX20, of the points qr Linear complexes are also linearly transformed

by gX30 and there arises in this way an isomorphic collineation group on the six

coordinates A^. Klein shows (Ikoaaeder, pp. 176-181 and pp. 245-247)

that if the following combinations

2<l0 = AH +  A*i» ai =  ^42> a2  = ^31 >

2a'0 = - Aa + Aa,       a'x = -Aa,       d2 = AX2,

of the complex coordinates be employed, the new coordinates are transformed

by the even subgroup gm of gX20 in such a way that a0, ax, a2, alone experience

the linear transformations of the ternary ikosahedral group and a'0, a'x, a'2, alone

experience the transformations of the " contragredient " form of the same group

(that form in which e is replaced by e2).

The cubic curve (2) defines a linear complex and we shall find, first of all,

the coordinates a0, ax, a2, a'0, a'xd2 of this complex. Two planes, XJ_, P¡Pi an^

X*=, ertpt, cut the cubics in 3 points each, whose parameters are given by the

binary cubics in t :

4 4

T,e*pick = Q        and Z «""«V., = 0.
i, *=1 I, m=l

These cubics are apolar, and the line of the planes is a line of the complex, if

t, m        i l i I

where (ct, cm) = — (cm, ck) = (sh — «m)(«i — af)2 is the apolarity condition of

the cubics ck and cm.    The summation can be put in the form

2>*. oircft*, - ft<r<)(«*w" - <"♦■»=o,
k, m i, I

or expressed in planar linear coordinates n{(, the equation of the complex is

(3) EnB[E(^*-«^B)(cà,OJ-°-
{, 1 k,m

The coefficient of Tla is Au, and (ct, cm) is the product of the line joining the

points k and m and the square of the line joining the other two points.    The
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six cubics (ck, cm) are therefore linearly independent plane cubics through the

points 1,2,3,4. It is convenient to replace these six by the following two

sets of three :

Ot = y,(y2 + S.y\ + oxy¡),        Fx = yx(y\ + hxy\ + o2y¡),

(4) C2 = y.(Sxy\ + y\ + d2y\),        F2 = y2(h2y\ + y\ + \y\),

G, = yÁ^y\ + Ky\ + y,).     ** - yÁ\y\ + Kv\ + vlh

In terms of these we have

(*-*)C, + {*—)Ov

«i=- (e*-e)(e2-e3)Cx+(e*-e)C2-(e2-e>)C3,

a2= (e4-e)(e2-^)Cx + (e*-e)C2-(e2-^)C3,

a'0= (e* _e)jK; _(/_*') JT,,

«;= (ei-e)(e2-é)Fx-(e2-é)F2-(^-e)F3,

d2=-(e*-e)(e2-e3)Kx-(e2-^)F2-(e4-e)F3.

Formulas (4) and (5) give the coordinates of the complex of the cubic space

curve determined by the point y.   Also for every complex arising from a cubic

space curve we find one point y, since a{ and a. determine Ci and AT, and from

the equations

C,     C,     C,     „ F.     AT,     A%
—iH-?H—J= 0,       —1 + -2 + —3 = 0,

Vi    y2    y3 yi    y2    y3

we have

^■^■^-C2F3-C3F2'C3Kx-CxF3'CxF2-C2Ff

As the variables y are subjected to the operations * of the Cremona Gm, the

a. and a\ are subjected to the collineations of the two forms of the ternary iko-

sahedral group.    Hence

(7) Any invariant of the group of the ai, or any simultaneous invariant of

the group of the ai and. the group of the a\, when expressed in terms of y is an

invariant of the Cremona Gm, and therefore a rational function ofBx, B2, C.

It is necessary, for our purpose, to find in terms of Bx, B2, C, the invariants

a, b, c (Ikosaeder, pp. 214-8) of orders 2, 6, 10 in ai and the simultaneous

invariants Fx, F2, F3 (Ikosaeder, pp. 231-2) linear in a\ and of orders 3, 5, 7

respectively in ai.    The respective orders in y are 6, 18, 30, and 12, 18, 24.

* The cubics C¡ and Ki are transformed into cubics multiplied by a factor which is the product

of the three lines of the principal triangle. But when only the ratios are under consideration,

this factor, which is the same for all six cubics, can be dropped.
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Since these are all even and of order less than 54, it will be sufficient to use the

leading coefficient in identifying them.

When yx = 0,

«.-(«■-«■H1« -1»*!. 8iîyi. yj)»
(8)

a,=a2=(e2-63)(S2, -S„ S2, -l$y2, y,M*-.«)fo-aWCfc-W.

aó = (el-«X1« -1>si*&ihiiy»)>

(9) a;=a;=(e*-e)(i„ -S2, 8«, -ljjy, y^^-e^y-S.y^-B^)2,

a = a20 + a\,

(10) o = (8aj-2a2a2-2a0af + a\)a\,

c = 4(80aJ-63aX-40aJa2+40a3a3-(-5a2aí-10a0aí-r-2a>í,

Fx = 2a;a0(2a2 - 3a2) - 2O;a2(3a0 + a,),

i^ - 4a;(- 4a3 + 3«0a2 - a3x)a\ + 4dx(8a30 - 4a2a, - 2aua2 -f a3x)a2,

F3 = 4<(16a3 - 4a2a, - 8a0a2 + 3aJ)aJ

+ 4a;(- 16aJ + 24a*ax - 16a3a2 - 2a2a3 + 7a0ai - 2a\)a2x.

The values of a and Fx are not hard to find by direct calculation. The fol-

lowing method reduces considerably the difficulty of finding the values of 6, c,

F2, F3. Call the number of times that a term contains the factor (y2 — Sxy3)

its "first rank"; the number of times it contains the factor (y2 — &2y3) its

"second rank" ; and let {i, k} be the "rank" of the term if its first and

second ranks are i and k respectively. Then a0, a,, a'0, a'x ; C, B2, Bx, have

the ranks {0, 0}, {2, 1}, {0, 0}, {1, 2} ; {4, 4], {2, 0}, {0, 2} respectively.

Let

F3 = pxCBx + p2CB2 + p,3B2xB22 + p.tB3xB2 + p.,BxB\ + p6B\ + p,B\.

Now B\ and B\ B2 are the only terms (including of course the terms in the

expression for F3 in (11)) which have the second rank 0 and 2 respectively,

hence p¿ = p,7 = 0. For a similar reason with regard to the first rank,

p,i = p,% = 0. Pi/p3 is determined by making the first rank of C + kBxB\

five. We find that k = — |. Then p.x and p,3 are obtained by making the

first rank of 16a»2 + px (CBX + kB2xB\) equal to 6. The result is

p.x = $£■ 53, p,3 = — 8 ■ 53.    Finally p,2 is obtained by requiring the term

- 16a;a3a\ + 16a,a»a2 + p2CB2 -8-b3B2xB\

to have a second rank 5, which determines p2 to be 4 • 53. We have deter-

mined thus
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Fs m. 22-5s[£C5l + CB2 - 2B\B22].

The quantity c is found much more easily though of higher degree.    Let

c = vxCB\ + v2CBxB2 + v3CB\ + vtB32B\ + vsB\B\ + vtB<2Bx

+ v1BtB[ + viB\ + v9B\.

The lowest rank occurring in the expression for c in (10) is {8, 4}. Noting

that there are only single terms of first rank 0 and 2 and of second rank 0 and

2 we have i>6 = v7 = v& = v9 = 0. vx and vs must be chosen so that the first rank

of B\(vxC + viBXB\) is 6. But this is impossible for we have just seen that

the first rank of vxC + vhBxB\ can be reduced to five only by taking

vsjvx = — |. Hence vs = vx = 0. Then v2 and vt must be chosen so that

the first rank of BxB2(v2C + viBxB\) shall reduce from 6 to 8 ; this again is

impossible. Hence v2 = vt = 0. Finally we determine v3 so that the rank

(8, 4) of - 4 8Qa\a\ + v3CB\ shall increase to {10, 5}. We find

», = 55 • 22/3 and c = 55 • 22/3 CB\.

Proceeding similarly with the simpler forms b and F% we obtain all the

desired expressions as below :

a = 4Bx+B2,

b = 2b($C+BxB\),

c = 22b3 %CB\;

Fx -2(16^ + 4.83 + 18^5,),

(13) F2 = 2* b(-ßC+5BxB22),

FS=22-5S($CBX + Ch2 - 2B\ B\).

To solve the /'-form problem we find, from the given quantities Bx, B2, C,

the values of a, b, c, and Fx, Fs, F3 in (12) and (13). Taking the " problem

of the a's " in this form :

(14) Given the numerical values of a,b,c or of the ratios b/a3, c/as, to find

the ratioa of the cobrdinatea of the 60 pointa a0 : ax : a2 for which a, b, c or

bfas, c/as take the aaaigned values ;

we have from the values of a, b, c, the values of a0:ax:a2. As Fx, F2, F3,

are linear in a'0,a'x,a2, their numerical values and those of aa, ax, a2 determine

a'a, a[, a2. The values of ai and a', fix the values of C( and Fi in (5).

These in turn, in (6), determine the required solution, yx:y2:ys.

There is, however, one case in which the method just given does not apply.

The three linear equations used to obtain a\ are of degrees 3, 5, 7 in a^ The

determinant of the system is an invariant of degree 15 and must be the curve

(12)
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d (Ikosaeder, p. 218). The curve d is the product of the fifteen axes of the

harmonic perspectivities in the group of the ai, one of which is ax — a2 = 0.

Butifa1-a2=0,(71 = 0 = y,(y2 + «52y2 + S1y2). Ify, = 0,A = 0. But if

y is a point on the conic y\ + h2y\ + S,y| = 0, a certain alternating invariant

of degree 12 vanishes. The corresponding curve is the product of the three

conies and twelve lines into which the given conic is transformed by Gm.

Calling this curve 8X and identifying it by means of its leading coefficient as

before we find that

(15) Sx=m%2C-24 BXB\ + ZB\.

Its transform by an odd substitution of GXK is

(16) #, = 32(7-245^ +35s.

If B = 0, due to yx = 0, both ax = a2 and a\ = d2, while if Sx = 0, due to

yî + Kv\ + Ky\ — ®» *^en ai = rt2> °ut ai +~ an exceP* f°r a finite number of

points. We suppose (see § 6) that B + 0. If 8X = 0, the given quantities Bx

and B2 can be interchanged, and, provided also 82 4= 0, the solution can be

carried through as before. The resulting yx:y2:ys must then be transformed

by an odd substitution of Gm to afford a solution for the constants originally

given. If Sx = 0 and 82 = 0, the form problem can be solved directly by find-

ing the intersections of these two curves whose factors are linear or quadratic.

The invariant

S=Sx82 = l-[2"C2 + 2* • 33CBA — 3C^i3 + 2 &B3 - 31B2^2]

has for corresponding curve the locus of points whose quintics are of the type

(zx + azf)(z\ — z\)l(zx — z2), i. e., four of the roots belong to a cyclo-projec-

tive set of five.

§5.4 new solution of the " Problem of the A's."

We have considered the /'-form problem and the a-form problem as depending

essentially on two parameters and have avoided the use of the invariant curves

B and d. The solution of the a-problem suggested by Klein (Ikosaeder, pp.

234-8) involves, at least explicitly, the use of d. The solution here given is,

in some respects, quite similar, but the point of view is more nearly that of the

third chapter of the second part of the Ikosaeder where the " principal equation "

is solved by the use of a singly infinite linear system of curves on the principal

surface (pp. 190-4). The a-problem can be solved by the extraction of a square

root and a root of the ikosahedral equation. We might infer from this the

existence of singly infinite quadratic systems of invariant rational curves and,

in fact, .the simplest system of that sort is found below and employed to effect

the solution.    All the necessary rational formulae will be given explicitly.
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It is desirable, first of all, to obtain expressions that will include all rational

invariant curves.    If such a curve is of order n we can take it to be

(1) U:     [aQ = g^(p),        ax = <ff\v),        a2 = <ff(v)],

gf^v) being a binary form of degree n in the variables vx, v2. If £7 is invari-

ant under g^, the group of the a's, to every member of gm must correspond a

transformation of the binary variables, and the totality of such transformations

will be the binary ikosahedral group, 7^. This group being put in the canon-

ical form, there are, as Klein points out ( Ikosaeder, p. 232), two possible cases ;

7^ is either "cogredient" or "contragredient" to gm. In the first case the

parameter is called \, X2, in the second px, p,2. The point a0: a,: a2 is given

by the coefficients of the quadratic form ax\[ + 2a0X¡X2 — a2\'2 , an invariant if

the a{ are transformed by gm and X^, X2 are simultaneously transformed by the

corresponding substitutions of the cogredient form of 7M. Putting in this

quadratic the values of a. from (1) we have

(2) f?(v)\l2 + 2g<-f(v)\'x\'2-eff(v)\'22

and this must be an invariant under ym in the cogredient variables X and X'

of degrees n and 2 respectively or in the contragredient variables p. and X' of

degrees n and 2 respectively. Conversely any such form determines a rational

invariant curve.

In the first case the form (2) is a rational and integral function of the ikosa-

hedral invariants, ,/"(X), ff(\), T(X); their first and second polars as to X',

and X,X2 — X2X¡, the function being homogeneous and of the proper degree in

both variables. In the second case, the form (2) is a rational and integral

function of f(p), H(p), T(p.), four invariants* linear in X' and of degrees

7, 13, 17, 23 in p, and three invariants, quadratic in X' and of degrees 6, 10,

16 in /x, the function being homogeneous and of the proper degrees. If,/" and

H' are the first polars of f and II as to X', the form (2) which defines the

system used hereafter is

(3) (\\'2-\fK'f)(<èpfH' -2bHf),

p being the parameter of the system.

The system itself is suggested by the following considerations. The coordi-

nates of a point, as the system of coefficients of a quadratic, determine values

of X and X', the parameters of the two points of contact of tangents from the

point to the conic, a = a\ + axa2, i. e.,

(4)        2a0= - (x,x; + x2x;),     a, = x2x;,     a2 = -x,x;.

*See the complete system, established by Gordan, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 13

( 1878), p. 386, for the invariants containing contragredient variables V and /t.
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If X and X' are simultaneously transformed by 7M, aQ:ax: a2 is transformed

by g^. The point ai depends on two quantities, both variable under 7M. If

one of the quantities can be expressed in terms of the other and a third quantity

p which is invariant under 760, we should have in (4) the equation of a system

of invariant rational curves. This is possible, for example, by means of the

equations

ir-l^i+^-s/p,-,.,
(5)

™ ™     dH ,     dH ,     r„

20H = ax-^ + ax2X2 = 5HP^^

So defined p, and p2 are invariant under 7M. Solve equations (5) for X¡ and

X2 and substitute their values in (4), and we have the desired system of rational

curves U:

/    oil dH\ „     /     of df\
2a„ = í>13/(x2^-X,^)-p25JrY(x2¿2-X,¿J,

(6) a,=p,3/(x2^) -p25//(x2|Q,

or again

«„ - Puf' 6(X» - 114X- XI - 114XJ X25 - X» ) - p2H- 5X, X2( - X{° - X»),

a, = Pxf- 12XJX,(- X¡5 + 171XJ"X» - 247\?XJ« - 57X25)

(7) -P2H-\\(llVf + m\\\l-\lf),

a2 = ft/- 12X,X*(57X,5 - 247X¡«X2" - 171XJX'« _ X25)

-P2/rx2(x;» + 66xîx^-iixju).

That this is a quadratic system of curves follows at once from the definition of

the parameter X as one of the two parameters X and X' in (4). The order of

the curves is, in general, 32. But when p, = 0, the order is 12 ; when p2 = 0,

the order is 20. Also when p, = p2, the order is 2. For then a0 = Xx\2T,

a, = — X2 T, a2 = X2 T. The curve is a = a2 + a, a2. This is seen at once by

forming 4(a2 -f axaf) in (6) and making use of Euler's theorem.    We find

(8) 4(a2 + axa2) = 3600/2^2(p, - p2)2.

The equation of the general curve U is quadratic in p,, p2. For a fixed point

a0:ax:a2, the two values of px/p2 are obtained from (5), as it stands, and from

interchanging X and X' in (5). Denote by g the value that g takes when X and

X' are interchanged.    Then
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rf _ 88 _      Hrfa + Hrfa
PlPi~W       Mi = ^HS'       ftA + ftA-     UffHH    '

and p,, p2 satisfy the equation

9ff- aapl - 15( Hrfs + Hffa)Pxp2 + 25HH rrp\ = 0.

The coefficients being symmetric in X and X' of degree 32 in each are functions

of a0, a,, a2 of degree 32. Being invariant as well they are functions of

a, b, c. The equation can be made more symmetrical by obtaining a new

middle coefficient. When p, = p2 the equation must reduce to k ■ TT a = 0.

By equating the coefficients of XS2X2 , k is found to be — 25.

The new equation reads

(9)  9ff '■ 88-p2-( 9fif- ss + 25HH rr + 25 TT a ) Pxp2 + 25HH rrp\ = Q.

We have therefore to calculate ff, HH, TT, rf, «3, and solve the equation

(9) to obtain a value of p = px/p2. We have further to find Z(p), the ikosa-

hedral parameter on the curve Uw fixed by p. Denote by a(p), b{ ,, c(p), the

values of a,b, c, on the curve U(l>). The curves rr = 0 and sa = 0 are (7((l)

and C/"(-) respectively.    For Uw we find

a(0) = 36/2,

(10) O(0)=/(123.32/5-5Jy3),

cw = ( 16 • 123/s )2 - 11 (16 • 123/5 )H3 + H*,
Therefore

^ = ¿(32-5Z(0)),        !* £—2<-U.VZm + Z*n.a(o) •ó< *    "(0)

Solving for Zm, then eliminating Z{0) to obtain the equation of the curve we

have
32a3 - 276

(11) öa

16rr = 4 ( 962 + 16 • 17a36 - 162a« ) - 25ac.

The coefficient of rf, 16, is determined from the highest term. Similarly for

¿/(„j, we find

a(.) = 312£r2,

(12) 6(„) = 12y»(285:3-123/5),

c(„ = \ 1210 f5H(- 16H* + 40H3 ■ 123/5 + 3 • 126/10),

Therefore
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«?., "27^ ¿W'       of., -X!Zim\-lb + Zlmi+Zl)>

_ 4a2(128a3-3o)

/13)      (-)_—c+~496ê?6—'

s~s = 27 • 52(c2+ 24 83ca2o+ 24 • 35ao3- 211 • 7ca5 + 210 • 79a462- 215 • a7b).

The value of Z(X) is given by Klein (Ikosaeder, p. 221),

c3

(") ^(i) = i2365 '

To every value of p corresponds a definite U and on it a definite Zip).

Hence Zip) is a rational function of p. Since p satisfies the quadratic equation

(9), there is no loss in assuming Zip) to be a linear function of p. And the

values of Z() being known for three values of p we have in general :

/in 7 Z~ (Z(o) — Z(.\))P + Z(o)(Z(l) — Zm)
(lö) Ap,--   (Z---Zix))p + (Zix)-Z(x))     '

There remains only the calculation of ff, HH, TT, in terms of a, b, c.

They are respectively the products of the 12, 20, 30 tangents at the f, II, and

T points on a.    By direct calculation we find

#=(1156+128a3)6,

(16)    HH= c2 + 220a10 - 217 -5a76 + 29- 5 241a462

- 29 • 101a5 c - 2s • 131coa2 - 25 • 3359ao3.

The quickest way to get TT is to suppose 2a0 = i(ax + af), as this is one of

the lines of the curve. Writing a, + a2 = 2a, a, — a2= 2ß ; a, 6, c reduce to

functions of a2 and ß2. Finally putting ( 1 — 2i ) a2 = k, ß2 = I ; we find for

a, b, and c the values

a=-l,        b-k3 + 5k2l + bkP-l3,

c = 4(- U5 - 4bkH + 10k3!2-bWl3 + 25kll - *»).

The identity of degree 15 connecting these forms is to be found.    This gives

TT= c3 - 12365 - \o ■ 11 17c2a's -23-5 llc26a'2 + 2-3 23ca'10

-2-3-5217c6a,7 + 24-3-5-llcô2a'4-23-32-5-7c63a'

(17)
- 23 32 • 5 • 34964 a'5 + 23 • 5 • 69163 a'6 - 22 • 3 ■ 5 ■ 37o2a'9

-22 3-56a'11 + a'15

where a' = 4a.
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Briefly, then, to solve the problem of the a's we find, from formulas (11),

(13), (14), (16), (17), the values of ff, HH, TT, rf, aa, Zw. Z^,, ZM from
the given values of a, b, c. By the extraction of a square root, a value of p is

found in (9). The value of Z^ is given by (15), and from it the ikosahedral

irrationality X,/X2 is calculated. Finally the values of a0:ax:a2 are obtained

from (7).*

§6.  The solution of the quintic equation.

We have now all the material at hand to outline a series'of operations that

will effect the solution of the general quintic equation, Q(z) = 0.

Io. The rational invariants A, D, C, and B ave calculated.

We suppose D =}= 0, otherwise the double root can be calculated rationally

and the quintic reduced to a cubic ; also that B 4= 0, for otherwise one root is

rationally known, the linear covariant of fifth order, at ; and az vanishes identically

only for special types of quintics whose solutions can be obtained by elementary

methods.

2°. The square root of the discriminant, V'D, is adjoined.

This determines Bx, B2, C, the known quantities in the /'-form problem.

3°. The /'-form problem is solved to obtain the 60 points yx'y,'-y3'

This solution is discussed in § 4, account being taken of the special cases

£i = 0{£, + 0,    S2 = 0}.

4°. One of the 60 points determines, by (2) § 2, a quintic, Q'(s), whose roots,

00, 8X, ■ ■ ■, s4, are projective to the roots of Q(z) = 0.

5°. If at and St are the linear covariante of degrees 5 and 13 of Q(z) and D

its discriminant; and if a't, h"t, D' are similar comitente of Q'(a), then the

linear transformation

D^D^cd,
W S    —    S'

transforms 00, s,, • - -, at into zu, • • -, z4, the required roots of Q(z) = 0.

Since B =|= 0, a and 8 are distinct, non-vanishing covariants and the transfor-

mation (1) is perfectly definite.

§ 7. Bemarks on the above solution of the quintic.

The problem of the quintic involves five parameters, the given coefficients.

The process sketched above (steps Io, 2°, 4°, 5°) by which the transition is

made from this five parameter problem to the /'-form problem containing two

* The calculations necessary in the above solution seem simpler than those required in the

method proposed by Klein {Ikosaeder, p. 237). The most difficult one, the calculation of ff

is shorter than several there indicated. In this connection it may be noted that a similar set of

three degenerate curvea occurs in the linear system of rational curves employed to solve the

principal equation (see pp. 190-1 and p. 204, footnote).
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parameters, and vice veraa, leaves little to be desired. The full effect of the

general linear transformation is obtained and the analytical processes are

entirely those of the well-known theory of binary forms. But the same can not

be said of step 3°, the suggested solution of the /'-form problem. This is

obtained indirectly, being made to depend on the problem of the a's which

involves the same number of parameters and a group of the same order and

which is, therefore, not essentially a simpler problem. The solution of either

should involve that of the other. An independent reduction of the /'-form

problem to a determination of the ikosahedral irrationality is desirable. It

ought to be possible to effect this, as in the other problems, by means of the

rational invariant curves. Since a rational curve can admit a group of order

60 at most, it is necessarily a function of Bx, B2, C, unsyinmetric in Bx and

B2. The totality of such curves can be thus obtained: If o¡0 and ß0 ave two

fi ve-valued functions of X, invariant under the same subgroup, 712, of 7M ; and

a. and /9. their conjugate values, the quintic whose roots are ajß. will be rep-

resented by a point y whose coordinates are functions of X, [(6), § 2]. On the

rational curve thus obtained, the group Gm of y and the group <ym of X are

identical. One of the two simplest rational curves, Bx itself, is thus obtained

from the simplest five valued function, t.    Writing

ti= e*X,(Xi- - 2X») + e2'X2(2X5 - X*) - 5X2X2(e'X2 + e4iX2)

and indicating the quadratic factors of AT by the notation

[2 + », 8 + *]- (e- e4)(e*X2 - S2X,X2 - e4iX2),

[4 + », 1 + ¡] = (e2 - e3)(eiX2 - S-2X,X2- e«X2),

we have for the differences of the t'a, the values

- rf(.t*>i - *3+i) - [0 4-», 4 + »][4 + », 1 + ¿][1 + », 0 + »],

- Vl{tM - tx+i) . [0 + ¿, 2 + l][2 + », 8 + »][8 + », 0 + *].

Substituting these differences in (6) § 2, and taking out the common factor

9r[», £],(»,£= 1,2; •■•; 3, 4) we have the rational representation of the

8extic Bx in the same form as (6) except that t. — tk is replaced by the quadratic

[i, k~\. The author hopes to discuss these curves more fully in a later paper.

It may be mentioned here that by formulas (4), (5), § 4, a point a is deter-

mined by five points y, since a pencil of cubics in the net of Cx, C2, C3, has

five movable base points. The separation of the five sets of 60 conjugate points

y thus determined by a set of 60 conjugate points a can be accomplished by the

general " diagonal " quintic equation. For if in equations (12), § 4, we put

Bx/B2 = (u — 5a)/20a and eliminate Bx, B2, C, we have the result

4cM5-206M3 + 5al//-l = 0.
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Here a, b, c, being given and u determined, we have the values of Bx/B2 and

from b/a3, the value of CjB\.

§ 8.  Generalizationa of the two forms of the Cremona GX20.

The /-form-problem and its accompanying Cremona group, as discussed in

§ 2, admits of an immediate generalization to apply to the equation of the nth

degree. In a space of n — 3 dimensions, Sn_3, a general set of n — 1 points is

chosen, the points 1,2, • • •, n — 1. Through these points are co"-4 rational

norm-curves of order n — 3, B ; through each point, P,, of Sn_s a single

curve B. At P there is a definite Sn_s having ( n — 4 )-point contact with B.

This Sn_s and the n — 1 points determine a pencil of spaces 8n_A, which pencil

also includes the space having (n — 3)-point contact with B at P. In this

pencil the (n — 1 ) spaces determined by the n — 1 points and the hyper-oscu-

lating space fix a system of projective binary n-ics. Conversely a given binary

n-ic fixes a set of n ! points P according to the order in which n — 1 of its

roots are associated with the n — 1 fixed points. A single curve B is picked

out by requiring the parameters of the fixed points to be projective to the

selected n — 1 roots. On this curve there is a single point P whose parameter

is at the same time projective to the n-th root.

The n\ points P determined by a binary n-ic are a set of points conjugate

under a group G„, of Cremona point transformations. This group is generated

by the collineation group of order ( n — 1 ) ! which permutes the n — 1 fixed

points and by the Cremona transformation of order n — 3 which has n — 2 of

the points as a " principal basis " and the remaining point as a fixed point, a

transformation of the type x\ = l/xi. It consists of (n — 1)1 coï'ineations,

and (n — 1)\ (n — 1) Cremona transformations of order n — 3 with n — 2

of the fixed points as principal points of order n — 4. To every invariant of

the binary n-ic corresponds a locus of points P for which the corresponding

invariant of the n spaces 8n_i determined at F vanishes. The locus / is of

dimensions n — 4 and is an invariant of the group. Conversely to every invari-

ant spread of dimensions n — 4 corresponds an invariant of the n-ic. To the

discriminant D corresponds the square of the J(n — l)(n — 2) spaces through

n — 3 of the fixed points.

The n — 1 points being given in any convenient coordinate system, the equa-

tions of the invariant spreads are obtained as before by means of the typical

representation of the binary n-ic with one reference point at a zero of the n-ic

and the other at the linear polar of this one with regard to the remaining n — 1.

This requires a calculation of the invariants of the n-ic in the typical form. If

/,, I2, ■ ■ -, /_2, are n — 2 independent invariant spreads, i. e., the correspond-

ing invariants are connected by no syzygy, we can state again the /-form

problem :
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Given the numerical values of Ix, • • •, / _2, or of the n — 3 absolute invari-

ants formed from them, to calculate the n — 3 ratios of the coordinates of one

of a movable set ofn\ conjugate points for which the apreads take the a8signed

values.

If VD be adjoined as an invariant curve, the order of the group reduces to

\n ! A new set of n — 3 absolute invariants can now be chosen and a state-

ment of the /'-form problem made as before. The solution of the /'-form

problem gives the roots of an n-ic projective to the original n-ic. In the case of

n an even number the transformation by which the transition to the given n-ic is

made involves certain square roots (see Clebsch, Binäre Formen, pp. 425—7).

As a special case of the above, take n = 6. The binary sextic has 4 inde-

pendent invariants, A, B, C, and D the discriminant, of degrees 2, 4, 6, and

10 in the coefficients, and one skew invariant B of degree 15 whose square is

rational in the other four. The corresponding surfaces, invariant under the

Cremona G720, determined by five points in space, are of orders 4, 8,12, 20, and

30 with 2-, 4-, 6-, 12-, and 15-fold points at the five points. Some of these in-

variants are determined by the transformations of period 2. D is the surface

of fixed points under a transformation of the type (12). B is the product of

15 quadrics each a locus of fixed points under a transformation of the type (01)

(23) (45). The 45 transformations of the type (12) (34) determine 15 line

pairs and 30 conic pairs as their locus of fixed points.

The parameters in the /-form problem can be chosen to be B/A2, C/A3,

D/A5. In the /'-form problem occurs VD, a surface of order 10. Since

VD and B are the only two surfaces whose orders are not divisible by 4 we

have to take as the simplest set of parameters B/A2, C/A3 and Bj(V'D)3.

The sets of 360 conjugate points then occur as the movable meets of a doubly

infinite system of curves of order 96, invariant under Gm, and a simply infinite

system of surfaces of order 30, invariant under G360 only.

A method of attack that is suggested in connection with this problem is to

find a system of oo1 " homaloidal " surfaces invariant under G36a. Through any

set of 360 conjugate points will pass a certain number of surfaces and one of

this number can be singled out by the adjunction of an accessory irrationality.

On the surface so obtained, which can be rationally represented by means of

three homogeneous variables, the Cremona Gm is íepresented by Wiman's group

of 360 collineations on the three variables. Thus the solution of the /'-form

problem, which contains 3 parameters, would be made to depend, by means of

an accessory irrationality, on the solution of the form problem associated with

Wiman's group which depends on only two parameters. As in the case of thé

quintic, where the ikosahedral binary form problem is the final one, owing to

the non-existence of a unary gm, so in the case of the sextic, the Wiman form-

problem is final, owing to the non-existence of a binary gm.    Homaloidal sur-

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. ¡Í8
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faces of the desired sort can be obtained from the six values of the ratios of any

two six-valued functions under gm, i. e., any rational functions of a, b, c, d

(notation of §§4, 5).

The Gx20, discussed in § 1, is generalized in a very different way from that

of § 2. In the plane we find geometrical analogues of the permutation groups

of four and five things determined by four and five points respectively. That

the G2i of the four point is a collineation rather than a Cremona group, is

accidental. The analogue of the co1 projectively distinct quartics is the pencil

of conies through the four points. Owing to the presence of the invariant sub-

group Gi which transforms each conic into itself, a binary quartic is represented

by only six members of the pencil. To extend this representation to the sextic

we fix six points p0, • -, ps in a space 83. Through these six points pass co3

quadric surfaces Q. A line L of the space is contained on a definite one of

the Q and on it is, say, an A-generator. The six planes through L and the

points p0, ■ • •, ps determine projectively a sextic. The same sextic is deter-

mined by the parameters of the six ¿-generators through the point pi and is

therefore independent of the originally chosen A-generator L. Thus the lines

of a regulus through the six points determine a system of projective sextics.

Conversely a binary sextic determines a definite regulus through the six points.

For five of the roots fix a cubic curve through the five points p0, ■ ■ ■, pt and the

sixth fixes a point qs on this curve. The pencil of planes on the line p5qs cut

the cubic in two variable points whose join lies on a regulus through the six

points. The only case of exception to the correspondence of sextic and regulus

occurs when the sextic is projective to the parameters of the six points on the

cubic curve through them. This system of sextics is represented by the oo2

chords of the cubic curve. The invariants of the sextic are represented by cer-

tain line complexes containing oo2 reguli.

Again with reference to seven given points in space, p0,- ■ p6 a line L fixes

a system of projective binary septimics, and a given septimic, with ordered roots,

will determine in general a definite line. Exceptions occur for the reguli

through the seven points all lines of which determine the same septimics. In

both the above cases the complexes of lines corresponding to invariants of the

sextic and septimic can be obtained by Clebsch's principle of transference.

These complexes are invariant under Cremona groups of " line transformations,"

i. e., Cremona groups in six variables pik which have an invariant quadric.

Owing to this identity among the variables the form problem of the septimic

would involve only four parameters. Practically however this is not simpler

than a form problem in five dimensions with five parameters. The large in-

crease in the identities among the variables would seem to render useless further

generalizations along this line by means of which octavies and nonics are repre-

sented by planes in four dimensions with references to 8 and 9 fixed points in

the space.
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We have in the above various methods for basing the solution of an equation

of degree n, which contains n parameters, on the solution of a form problem

which contains n — 3 parameters. The underlying group of the form problem

is, to be sure, a Cremona group, more complicated therefore than the collinea-

tions groups heretofore employed. But the proof of Wiman that no collineation

group, isomorphic with the even permutation group of eight things, exists in

less than six dimensions shows that the octavie can only be reduced to the solu-

tion of a collineation form problem containing not less than six parameters. On

the other hand, the Cremona group form problem outlined at the beginning of

this paragraph contains only five parameters. And there is no reason as yet to

suppose that isomorphic Cremona groups do not exist in spaces of fewer dimen-

sions. It is thus important to investigate the occurrence or non-occurrence of

Cremona groups, isomorphic with the even permutation groups of k things, in

the spaces of a moderate dimension.

In the case of the quintic we have seen that the adjunction of an irrationality

(p in §5 or VA of Klein) permits of the solution of a form problem with

two parameters in terms of the solution of a form problem with only one

(z = H3/123fs). In connection with the form problems associated with a

given equation three kinds of irrationalities can be defined : natural, accessory,

and functional.

A natural irrationality is one whose adjunction permits of reducing a

form problem with a certain number of parameters and a group of a certain

order to another form problem with the same number of parameters but with a

group of lower order.

Thus the adjunction of V D in § 3 lowers the order of the group from 120 to

60 while the number of parameters is the same.

An accessory irrationality is one whose adjunction permits of reducing

the given form problem to another whose group has the same order but which

depends on a smaller number of parameters. E. g., the adjunction of p in § 5

reduces the a-problem to the Z-problem, both having a group of order 60, but

the first depending on two parameters, the second on one.

A functional irrationality is one whose adjunction permits of reduc-

ing the given form problem to another whose group has a lower order and

which contains a smaller number of parametera.

In the case of an equation of degree », one root of the equation is such an

irrationality. So also is X, the ikosahedral irrationality, whose adjunction

reduces gM to gx and reduces the number of parameters to zero.

The plan of procedure in solving a general equation of degree n suggested by

the above is :

(1) To obtain the values of the n — 3 parameters in any /-form problem,

whose group is Gn!.
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(2) To obtain, after the adjunction of the natural irrationality V D, the

n — 3 parameters in the /'-form problem whose group is G¡n!.

(3) To reduce, by the adjunction of successive accessory irrationalities, the

number of parameters as far as possible, i. e., until the group, collineation or

Cremona, isomorphic with G±n,, in the smallest number of variables, has been

attained.

(4) To adjoin, as a functional irrationality, the solution of this final form

problem.

(5) To obtain from this solution, by rational processes (or also by the irra-

tionalities involved in a typical representation of the n-ic) the roots of the given

equation.

The writer hopes to apply the process here sketched to the sextic in a latei

paper.

Baltimoek, February 1, 1908.


